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Activity Teacher Talk Student Talk Resources

Learning Experiences:

Suggested lesson phases: Activating Explicit instruction Independent / group work Wrap up
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	Lesson 1: Cherry blossom collage lesson
	Duration: 45mins
	success criteria 1:  Students will be able to repeat the phrases and words in ‘student talk’ column
	success criteria 2:  Students will recognise and remember words such as scissors, glue, cherry blossom.
	success criteria 3:  Students will successfully complete collage activity without being spoken to in English
	prep and resources 1: Set up each desk with paper, tissue paper, wool. Have spare scissors and glue.
	prep and resources 2:  Make sure there is a poster on the wall of a cherry blossom tree (but don't show the finished product of the craft)
	prep and resources 3: 
	activity: Line students up and bring them into class to stand behind chairs. Greet students and model their responseIntroduce yourself and then ask each student her name. Prompt the first few students until the class gets the idea
	teacher talk: Everyone, please stand quietly.Please enter. Good morning everyone.My name is Miss/Ms/Mr/Mrs ____________.What’s your name?
	student talk: Good morning, teacher.My name is _______orI am ___________
	resources: 
	teacher talk 2: This is tissue paper. This tissue paper is pink. What colour is this?This is a (tree, branch, flower).Take your tissue paper / wool. They will become flowers / branches. Let's draw a tree.
	teacher talk 3: Take the tissue paper. Tear it and scrunch it. Make it into small balls.Take your scissors. Cut the woolTake your glue. Draw a tree with the glue. Draw the branches and the flowers. Stick the wool and tissue paper to the paper.
	teacher talk 1: Today we are making cherry blossoms.What does ‘sakura’ mean?This is a ‘sakura’This is (paper, wool, tissue paper).Pick up your glue / scissors. Repeat after me. 
	student talk 1: Students use the word ‘sakura’ (cherry blossom)Vocab for materials / stationery items.This is ___________.
	student talk 2: Vocab for colours, tree, flower, branch. 
	student talk 3: Note: During this time I walked around and asked each student their name and then wrote it for them in katakana so they could write their name on their artwork. 
	resources 1: 
	resources 2: 
	resources 3: 
	learning intentions 1: Introduce students to greetings and classroom instruction language.
	learning intentions 2: Introduce art / craft related vocabulary.
	learning intentions 3: Establish the Japanese classroom as a place where Japanese is the main language used.
	opportunities for differentiation 1: Visual support and gesturing to support all students
	opportunities for differentiation 2: Assist students individually where necessary / access to peer help
	opportunities for differentiation 3: 
	opportunities for differentiation 4: 
	evidence of student learning 1: Students complete the task
	evidence of student learning 2: Students can recall vocabulary 
	evidence of student learning 3: 
	evidence of student learning 4: 
	reflection/notes: 
	curriculum codes: 
	activity 2: Introduce the craft activity. Point to examples of cherry blossom pictures.　Students to say the word cherry blossom.Run through the materials on the desk. Instruct students to take out glue and scissors. Students to repeat the names of the materials and equipment.
	activity 3: Identify colours pink and brown. Point out other objects in the class that are pink or brown.Draw a tree on the board to explain activity。Teach words for tree, branch and flower
	activity 4: Instructions for activity。See if the students have remembered words like glue, scissors by not holding up the equipment straight away as visual prompts. Walk around the class to reassure students when they are doing the correct thing and to assist where needed.Lots of praise when finished!


